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: CoHniisRJon' for ■"'Africa, to Welcome ""'you to the UNECA

Headquarters, an& to thank you for having accepted to join this

international gathering,"to debate on" Policies and Strategies for

the Develooment of Natural'Resources and-Energy in Africa".

Hofioutablc Delegates.,, the importance of your gathering should

be neasured against the current trends in'the economic and social

situation in Africa* ' lou are' meeting at a time when African

definition of new strategiesB If you add to this/the role natural

resources and energy are expected to play in the socio- economic

development of our Continent ? it becomes an easy matter to

on this subject- But allow'ne to share with

facts on the situation of each'of the main sectors of
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Over 'the last ten years, the African mining Industry has been

reserves of most of <the< deposits-.exploited are

Governments in-.the 19705s, aimed at

their mineral resources,, were

, was a sense

been a matter of great concern for

more "to meet .Governments obligations than to sustain the mining



servicing of these debts inhibited Governments to play a

substantive role in the financing of mining activities.

By the end of the 1980 's, it became clear to African

Governments, that the investment environment of their countries

should be improved in order to attract foreign investment funds

into the mining sector. Many African countries embarked on .the

review of their legal frameworks. Changes introduced or being

introduced in legislations affect not only the fiscal aspects of

investment but also take into consideration the worldwide trend

towards privatization of economic sectors and the preservation of

the environment.

Regarding the fiscal aspect, clear and concise methods of

taxation have been or are being set up. Realistic foreign exchange

regulations have been installed or are contemplated; External

accounts are being allowed and repatriation of profits guaranteed.

The importance of the last -.two incentives to investors should be

assessed against the difficulties faced by countries whose

currencies are not freely convertible internationally.

The other incentives include the rights of mineral tenure; the

majority equity ownership and management control offered to private

investors; the rights for mineral producers to market freely their

products, locally and outside, and the recourse to international

arbitration for dispute resolution.

Distinguished Participants

The other issue I wish to refer to now , with regard to new

trends in African mining legislation, is the environmental

dimension. As you are all aware, the 1990s are witnessing an

increasing trend towards the setting up by African countries of
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regulations oft environmental protection- The obligations of

investors and the requirements of host countries have either been

incorporated or are being inserted in raining laws or set up

separately.

Distinguished Participants

If we turn to the field of water resources, it is well known

that adequate and wholesome supply of; water is ;; an essential

prerequisite for the development of agriculture and industrial

potential, besides being basic to the survival of human and animal

life. There is a wide disparity in the distribution of water

resources in the Continent: about 50% of the total surface water

resources of Africa are in one single river basin, namely the Congo

Basin. 75% of the total water resources is concentrated in eight

mkjbr river basins, among which, are the Congo;,/.jthmi Higer, the

Nile; the Zambezi. Groundwater resources exist everywhere r but

their exploitation is more developed in North Africa, where more

data including information- and"hydrogeological maps are; available,

and? lin the Sahel, where surface water is scarcer -$w$i .-<■"_

It is vitally important to realize that the water resources

of the Continent have greatly diminished during the last two

decades, while the demand for water has increased, due to high

population growth, urbanization,^ industrialization, irrigation

^ecjtiit-emerit's, fisheries, ^Livestock and other water related

development activities. '■"■' . ■.'>'"■■"'■■ ■, - . ■ ' •:£; >f* ,:■ -- ■■'■■r!^ _

At the United Nation Economic Commission for Africa, priority

areas of focus were defined in line with the Mar de Plata Action

Plan and the Lagos Plan of Action. In accordance with the

provisions of these two programmes of action, the EGA urged member

States to formulate their water master plans for water supply and



agriculture, integrating these Into composite national development

plans. The Commission also requested its mestber States to identify

.and,,,, prepare bankable water supply and irrigation projects-

Reviewing policies in this area would be essential.

The promotion of cooperation among its member States is one of

-the main mandates of the BNECA. In the water resources sector,

proposals for transbouhdary river and lake basins development were

put before member States by the ECA, to strengthen existing basin

organizations and to establish new ones. These proposals

implied the definition by,ECA of clear policies guidelines and

strategies, to be adopted by meniber States. Thi^^as dMe! in the

1980s, but African countries may feel the need to review thei,

specially in ^ the li,ght of the changes affecting the world in

general and Africa in particular, since tl?e late 1980s .f

Without pre-emptying the results of your meeting, I wish to

underline that the future strategy, with regard to water resources

development and management in; Africa, should among other things

focus on malting institutional reforms and establishing legal

instruments where these have not yet been done.

In the field of cartography and remote Sensing which are

essential tools for planning, studies have indicated that in

Africa, a number of development projects in various economic

sectors have failed, due to the absence of maps or deficiency in

mapping. With a few exceptions, maps on Africa, the bulk of which

were established during the period of colonial rule, are inadeguate

and outdated. Valuable efforts have been and are being made by few

countries to improve this situation, but a lot remains to foe done.

Over the last twenty years,, cartography conception and map

production have tremendously changed. Technological innovations in

these fields include remote sensing, which combines the use of

airborne and satellite platforms with computer science, to collect



data on the earth's surface and enable the treatment of geographic

entities.

However, while there is awareness of the potential of

cartography and remote sensing as tools for natural resources

planning, development and management, the overall capacities of

most African countries in these fields remain inadequate- In

particular, countries suffer from the lack of a framework for the

promotion and use of cartography and remote sensing; from a strong

scientific and technological infrastructure for the selection of

methods which could effectively be applied to the country, the

interpretation of data collected, and their conversion into images

of the countries of the Continent face

difficulties In data acquisition? due sometimes to lack of

commitment by decisions makers regarding the use of remote sensing

or to financial constraints.

Distinguished Participants

A fundamental requirement for economic development in Africa,

is an adequate energy supply. Prospects for economic growth are

closely linked to the provision of affordable and reliable energy.

The African Continent is endowed with abundant primary energy

resources, although these are unevenly distributed among countries

or within regions of the same country. Africa is able to generate

about 1,630 TWH per annum of gross hydropower potential. It has 8.6

billion tonnes or 60.4 billion barrels of estimated reserves of

oil and about 8,6 billion cubic meters of reserves of natural gas.

Substantial resources of lignite and peat are known on the
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<■'& ntinonb which has also a con-i-.derable potential of new and

e sources of- energy..

But these resources remain largely undeveloped: less than 4%

of the., tkydrqpoweir .potential 'have, been" harnessed so far,-and aany

ecriintrSess stritL^generate.Htft&ir electricity tram oil;r<htf£ural gas'

associated to bills flared or reliijectecl? in Nigeria j--tocite but

one ■■exaii^le/^,^% of natural'.gas ;is '-''flared. only J:e$ countries#

eing ,,o'ne;,,pl: then,'have is'tarfcesd developing' their''gepthernal*

.resources'. . ■ ■ •-. .,: ., ■' ■■ :" ■■■ '"-■■ ■■ •

■; ,"...Tq'...attain. .<a "higher level of .indigenous energy production in

frica, 'or at least to'"retain" as far as possible the presents level,

ontjlnuing lnyiE|st9ReBts are of prina'ry.'linportance, especially'in. the

activities of- the'oil and gas industriess, but also in the

Against the background of current low" oil and gas prices, and

the scarcity of local .financial, resources, African Governments have

recognized that steps should be taken to set .up an attractive

invQs£nent climate to ensure new investnents- In;;'t5ke enesrgy sector.

Some*' 'African countries -have accordingly reviewed, their fiscal

regimes applicable to oi1 and gas 'exploration and development -

OtJiers are still introducing, changes in their legislations."

Lstinquished Participants,, " ' ■ '

I

In coziiclusicn r I should like to focus on capacity building

i.tfo "regard to natural, resources'- and' energy, development and

magesaeet-,, It is important that with'natural resources. and energy

actors policy, legal, and fiscal frameworks are given a higher

ttention - But Africaft 'Governnents" -should also consider .:,the

avel'oppent of ' appropriate tekills' and ' the establishment ■ of
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appropriate, facilities which w .11 provide a " strong, support

structure' for the' implenentetLon of all1 the 'market-oriented

investment policies/strategies pel- up or being set up.

.Qistlnguished Participants,, .

Yon ■ are the selected group chosen to1- review our current

policies and if. necessary, propose new ones. We are very .grateful

that you. were able to accept1 our invitation. Our intention is to

maintain this high level adlvisory-' :groiap and benefit ' from its

assistance on a'regular basis. We therefore, hope that the exchange

of information and! experiences' amoftg ourselves and the secretariat

g ,this-.meeting will-■■"■foe -useful ■.not ■ only to ECA, but also to

r.States- . ■

"I thanJc you very madh and wish you e^ery success in yomr worlc.


